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Abstract:
Bulk glassy Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2 (X = Zn and Cd) were prepared by
melting quenching method. Thin films of various thicknesses (200 – 670 nm)
were obtained by the thermal evaporation method. The structure of the prepared
compositions was investigated by X-ray and EDX analysis. We studied the
effect of Zn and Cd addition on the electric and dielectric properties of Se98Te2
thin films. Our measurements were studied in the temperature range (298-323K)
below the glass transition temperature and frequency range (100 Hz-1 MHz).
DC conductivity showed a single conduction mechanism by hopping of charge
carriers at the band edges for the studied system. The dependence of Ac
conductivity on frequency is linear with frequency exponent 𝒔 lies very close to

unit and is independent of temperature. This can be explained by the correlated
barrier hopping (CBH) model. The dielectric constant 𝜺𝟏 and dielectric loss 𝜺𝟐

noticed to decrease with frequency and increase with temperature. The
maximum barrier height 𝑾𝒎 was calculated according to Guinitin .
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1.Introduction:
Chalcogenide glasses are receiving a great attention due to their applications
such as: electronic, memory switching devices, guided wave devices and
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infrared telecommunication systems [1-3]. Studying the temperature dependence
of dielectric permittivity is of great important for understanding the nature of
losses taking place in these materials.
Various models, i.e. quantum mechanical tunneling (QMT) [4, 5], small
polaron tunneling [6, 7] large polaron tunneling [6] atomic hopping [6, 7] and
correlated barrier hopping (CBH) model [8-10] are used to explain the
mechanism of conduction for glassy materials.
Se-Te alloys have Great interest because of their high hardness and smaller
aging effects when compared by Se. The additives to SeTe are used to improve
its properties. The physical properties of Se80Te20 can be changed by changing
the concentration of the third additive and also by changing the type of additive.
Only few studies are found in literature for changing the additive for the same
base. Sharma and Kumar [11] studied the influence of Zn and In in electrical
properties of Se85Te15 alloy. Also, they study the influence of adding Cd and Ge
on the dielectric properties and AC conductivity for Se70Te30 alloy [12]. The
obtained data are explained according to the lone pair configuration and
covalent bonds of the studied compositions. N. Chandel et al. [13] studied the
a.c. conductivity of Se Te and SeTe M (M = Cd, In, Sb) alloys. The obtained
data are explained according to the correlated barrier (CBH) model. Also, the
dependence of dielectric constant (εʹ) and dielectric loss (ε") on temperature and
frequency are studied by S. Srivastava et al [14] for Se Te and Se Te Zn glassy
alloys. The ac conductivity of Se Te and Se Te M (M = Cd, In, Sb) alloys has
been measured by N. Chandel et al. [15]. The localized states density was
obtained and the obtained results are discussed according to the metal induced
effects on the conduction mechanism of Se Te alloy.

Zn is chosen as a dopant to Se-Te due to its high electropositive property and
intermediate atomic radius as compared to other dopants such as (Sb, Ge, In,
2

Ag) [16-18]. Zn may work as a modifier because of the electronegativities and
atomic radii differences between the elements (Se, Te, Zn). Also, the Cd
addition to Se-Te alloy enhancing its electrical properties. The compounds such
as CdSexTe1-x are used for many applications such as the photo-electrochemical
devices or the conversion in photovoltaic. This material has high optical
absorbance and near-ideal band gap which makes it a promising material for
low-cost applications. The obtained results due to the additives can be explained
by the structural transitions in glasses [19].
Studying the AC conduction in Se-Te by adding different additives has been
done by different authors [20,21] The frequency behavior for these materials
obeys the law 𝐴𝜔 𝑠 , where 𝑠 is the frequency exponent and 𝑠 ≤ 1. In This study

we aim to know the effect of Zn and Cd on the electrical conductivity and
dielectric properties of SeTe thin films and which element enhances the
conductivity of glassy SeTe more.
2. Experimental:-

Bulk samples of Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2 (X = Cd and Zn) have been
prepared by melt-quenching. High pure elements of Se, Te, Cd and Zn have
been weighted according to their atomic percentages and sealed under vacuum
of 10-5 Torr in silica ampoules. Three tubes are prepared and each tube is placed
in an oscillatory furnace then heated gradually to 900oC. The furnace
temperature was raised gradually at a rate ~ 3-4 oC/min, then the ampoule
quenched quickly in ice water to obtain the material in the glassy state.
Thin films of various thicknesses ranging (200 – 670 nm) were deposited by
thermal evaporation under vacuum 10−5 Torr. The films were deposited onto
glass substrates with upper and lower Aluminium electrodes for sandwich
structure by using a coating unit (Edward E-306A). The film thicknesses were
measured using Tolansky’s method [22]
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The structure of the prepared compositions was investigated by X-ray using
Philips X-ray unit (PW 1710) supplied with a copper target with Ni filter. The
X-ray tube was operated at 40KV and 30mA. X-ray patterns measured in the
angular range 4o to 90o, EDX analysis measured using scanning electron
microscope type (QUANTA FEG 250).
For DC electrical conductivity

𝜎𝑑𝑐 , the resistance R of thin films is

measured by using an electrometer (Keithley type E616A) in the temperature
range (298-323K) and 𝜎𝑑𝑐 calculated by:
𝜎𝑑𝑐 = 𝑑⁄𝑅𝐴

(1)

where d is the thickness, A is the cross-sectional area and R is the resistance.
For measuring AC conductivity and dielectric properties, a programmable
automatic RLC bridge (PM 6304 Philips) is used to measure the capacitance C,
the impedance Z and the loss tangent 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 directly as a function of frequency

(100Hz – 1MHz) and temperature (298-323 K). The total conductivity 𝜎𝑡 (𝜔)

was calculated from the relation:
𝜎𝑡 (𝜔) = 𝑑⁄𝑍𝐴

(2)

𝜀1 = 𝑑 𝐶 ⁄𝐴𝜀𝑜

(3)

The dielectric constant 𝜺𝟏 obtained by the relation:

where 𝜺𝒐 is the permittivity of the free space (𝜀𝑜 = 8.854 × 10−12 𝐹 ⁄𝑚). The

dielectric loss 𝜺𝟐 was obtained by the relation:
𝜀2 = 𝜀1 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿

(4)

where (𝜹 = 𝟗𝟎 − 𝝋) and 𝝋 is the phase angle. All measurements were obtained
below the glass transition temperatures (Tg ~ 323 K).
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3. Results and discussion:
3.1 Structure Identification
XRD patterns of Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2(X = Zn and Cd) thin films are
presented in Fig.(1). The presence of only broad humps indicates that the
deposited films are amorphous for all investigated compositions.
The EDX spectroscopy for the studied film samples is measured and
indicates that the constituent elements percentage were close to the prepared
samples as seen in Table (1). Also, the EDX analysis indicates the absence of
any other impurities in the studied samples.
3.2 DC conductivity.
The temperature dependence of DC conductivity (𝜎𝑑𝑐 ) were studied at the

temperature range (298 –323 K) for all investigated compositions. The DC
conductivity can be represented by this equation [23].
(𝜎𝑑𝑐 ) = 𝜎𝑜 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−

∆𝐸

𝐾𝐵 𝑇

]

(5)

Where ∆𝑬 is the activation energy for DC conduction and 𝝈𝒐 is the pre-

exponential factor and 𝒌𝑩 Boltzmann’s constant.

Fig.2(a-c) shows the variation of 𝑙𝑛𝜎𝑑𝑐 versus 1000⁄𝑇 For Se98Te2 and

Se96Te2X2 (X = Zn and Cd) thin films of different thicknesses. It can be seen

from Fig.2(a-c) that the conductivity increases linearly with temperature and
there is only one conduction mechanism for all investigated compositions.
Using Eq.(5) the values of ∆𝑬 and 𝝈𝒐 are obtained and given in Table (2),

which suggest that conduction occur by hopping of charge carriers between

localized state at the band edges. Also, it can be noticed from Fig.2(a-c) that the
conduction increases in the sequence 𝜎𝐶𝑑 > 𝜎𝑍𝑛 > 𝜎𝑆𝑒𝑇𝑒 and 𝝈𝒅𝒄 increases with
temperature for all investigated compositions. These results agree with the

density of localized states presented later in Table (4) N(Ef)Cd> N(Ef)Zn>
N(Ef)SeTe . The increase in 𝝈𝒅𝒄 with the addition of Cd to SeTe is higher than

that of Zn, this can be explained in terms of the addition of Zn and Cd to SeTe
5

leads to a decrease in the bond energy between Se and the additive [24] as
shown in Table (3). It can be seen from this table that SeTeCd has a weaker
bond energies than that of SeTeZn which in turn weaker than the bonds in case
of SeTe. Also ∆𝑬 decreases with Cd more than that with Zn incorporation and

this can be attributed due to the shifting of the Fermi level. For SeTeZn

composition, the Zn atoms are incorporated into Se-Te alloy as network
converter [25]. The zinc atom either cross-link or enter into the chain and ring
structure of Se-Te system.
Also, we can see from Fig. 2(a-c) that, the electrical conductivity decreases with
increasing film thickness for all investigated film samples. This decrease may be
attributed to the decrease in defects and the degree of disorder present in the
structure [26,27].

3.3- AC conductivity
3.3.1 - The dependence of ac conductivity on frequency:
The frequency dependence of ac conductivity for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2
(X=Cd and Zn) at various temperatures is illustrated in Fig.3(a-c) for
approximately the same thickness as an example. The a.c conductivity is
calculated by:
𝜎𝑎𝑐 = 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝜔) − 𝜎𝑑𝑐 = 𝐴𝑜 𝜔 𝑠 ; with 𝑠 ≤ 1

(6)

Here, 𝝎 is the angular frequency, 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓, 𝑠 is the frequency exponent, 𝑨𝒐 is a

constant and 𝑓is the

frequency. Plotting 𝑙𝑛𝜎𝑎𝑐 versus 𝑙𝑛𝜔 at different

temperatures for the investigated system is illustrated in Fig.3(a-c). It can be
seen from the above figure that 𝜎𝑎𝑐 (𝜔) increases linearly with frequency for all
investigated compositions. The values of the frequency exponent 𝑠

obtained from the slopes of straight lines of Fig.3(a-c).
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were

The mean values of 𝒔 for each composition are calculated and plotted with

temperature as shown in Fig.(4). It is observed that 𝑠 has values close to unit for

Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2 (X= Cd and Zn) which decrease slightly with
temperature.

This behavior is in contrast with the quantum mechanical tunneling (QMT)
model [28] which predict the frequency exponent 𝑠 equal 0.81. The correlated

barrier hopping (CBH) model [29,18] predicts the decrease of s with
temperature for Non-Intimate Valence Alternation pairs (𝑁𝑉𝐴𝑃, 𝑠), while it

predicts the decrease of s slightly with temperature and s values close to unit for
intimate 𝑉𝐴𝑃 , 𝑠 (𝐼𝑉𝐴𝑃 , 𝑠) centers [30]. So, our results of 𝑠 can be discussed

according to CBH model between centers forming 𝐼𝑉𝐴𝑃, 𝑠 centers.

The obtained results of Fig. 4 are agree with that obtained before [31,32].
According to this model, the conduction mechanism contains single and
bipolaron hopping of charge carriers between defect states. By increasing the
frequency of the applied field the hopping distance decreases [33,34]. Therefore,
the probability of jumping charges between defect states increases. This leads to
increasing the a.c. conductivity with frequency which agree with the
experimental results (Fig. 3(a-c)).

3.3.2 - The dependence of Ac conductivity on Temperature:
The temperature dependence of ac conduction was studied for Se98Te2 and
Se96Te2X2 (X=Cd and Zn) glassy system at different frequencies (100Hz 1MHz). Fig.5 (a-c) shows 𝑙𝑛𝜎𝑎𝑐 vs 1000/𝑇 for the investigated compositions

in thin film form. It is noticed that 𝝈𝒂𝒄 increases slightly with temperature,
which indicates that Ac conduction is a thermally process. The values of AC

conduction activation energy ∆𝑬𝒂𝒄 (𝝎) are obtained from the slopes of the lines
in Fig.5 (a-c) by the aid of this relation:
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𝜎(𝜔) = 𝜎𝑜 (𝜔)exp(

The values of ∆𝑬𝒂𝒄 (𝝎)

−∆𝐸𝑎𝑐 (𝜔)⁄
𝑘𝑇)

(7)

at different frequencies are obtained for Se98Te2,

Se96Te2Zn2 and Se96Te2Cd2 in thin film form and plotted versus 𝑙𝑛𝜔 in Fig. (6).

This Figure indicates that ∆𝑬𝒂𝒄 decreases with increasing frequency for all

investigated compositions, as obtained for other different materials [35,36].
Increasing the applied field increases the jump of charge carrier’s between the
localized states, so with increasing frequency the activation energy ∆𝑬(𝝎)
decreases. Also, it is observed that ∆𝑬𝒂𝒄 for Se98Te2 higher than that for

Se96Te2Zn2 which in turn higher than that of Se96Te2Cd2 which agree with the

results obtained before for ∆𝑬𝒅𝒄 . This behavior may be due to increasing the

density of localized states presented in the structure as presented later in Table
4.

According to CBH model the charge carrier's hop between the defect states
𝐷+ and 𝐷− . Each pair of 𝐷+ and 𝐷− form a dipole with relaxation, which can
be explained due to the existence of a potential barrier which the carriers must

hop [37]. The process of hopping of the charge carriers here is affected by the
localized state density, which calculated from the relation [6].
𝜎𝑎𝑐 (𝜔) = 1⁄3𝜋𝑒 2 𝑘𝑇[𝑁(𝐸𝐹 )]2 𝛼 −5 𝜔{ln(𝑣𝑝ℎ ⁄𝜔}4

(8)

where 𝒆 the electronic charge is 𝒗𝒑𝒉 is the phonon frequency (𝑣𝑝ℎ = 1012 𝐻𝑧 )

and 𝜶 is the parameter exponential decay of localized states wave

functions (𝛼 −1 = 10 𝐴). Taking the values of 𝒗𝒑𝒉 and 𝜶−𝟓 [38], the density of

localized states 𝑵(𝑬𝑭 ) is obtained at 1 kHz and 303K. The calculated values of

𝑵(𝑬𝑭 ) are listed in Table (4) for the investigated samples. From Table (4) the

𝑵(𝑬𝑭 ) values increase with the doping of third element (M=Zn and Cd) in a8

Se98Te2 alloy respectively. The increasing order of 𝑵(𝑬𝑭 ) is (𝑁)𝑀=𝐶𝑑 ˃

(𝑁)𝑀=𝑍𝑛 ˃ (𝑁)𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , which is agree with the obtained results of conductivity.

This variation can be discussed in terms of changing impurity in the structure

of the X-Se bonds. Schotmiller et al.[39] showed the effect of adding elements
on the structure of Se using infra-red and Raman spectroscopy. According to
them, in amorphous Se about 60% of the atoms are bonded as polymeric chains,
and 40% of the atoms have a ring structure. The addition of third element causes
a decrease in the Se8 ring concentration. It favors the polymeric chains and the
formation of the rings containing Se-M (M=Zn and Cd) bonds. This can be
discussed as the addition of Zn and Cd to SeTe leads to a decrease in the bond
energy between Se and the additive [24] as shown in Table (3). It is seen from
this table that bond energies for SeTeCd smaller than that of SeTeZn which in
turn smaller than the bonds of SeTe. Also, the value of 𝝈𝒂𝒄 for the investigated

compositions at 1 KHz and 303 K are listed in Table (4), which increases by
adding Cd and Zn to SeTe respectively.
3.4- Frequency and temperature dependence of dielectric constant (𝜺𝟏 ):

Fig.7(a-c) shows 𝜺𝟏 versus temperature at different frequencies for the

investigated compositions of

the same thickness as example. At lower

temperatures the dielectric constant 𝜺𝟏 increases slowly and then increases more
with increasing temperature. The same results was obtained for all the studied
compositions and similar to results obtained before [40, 35, 36, 32].
The increase of 𝜺𝟏 with temperature is due to the dipole in polar materials

cannot orient themselves at low temperature. The orientation of the dipoles is
easier when the temperature is increased and increases the orientation
polarization value, which increases 𝜺𝟏 also as illustrated by Sirivastava et al.
[41].
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The frequency response of 𝜺𝟏 at different temperatures for all compositions of

nearly the same thickness is shown in Fig.8(a-c) as example. Clearly with

increasing frequency 𝜺𝟏 decreases. In polar materials and at low frequencies, the

change in 𝜺𝟏 is due to the different types of polarization (ionic, electronic,

dipolar or space charge and orientation) polarization, which explain the high
values of 𝜺𝟏

at low frequencies. Ionic polarization takes place due to the

displacement of positive and negative ions with respect to each other. The
dipolar polarization occurs because the molecules change their direction of
rotation into that of the applied electric field. The space charge polarization
occurs due to mobile charge carriers at interfaces. With raising f, the dipoles
couldn't rotate fast, then they couldn't follow the field. Thus 𝜺𝟏 is due to the

space charge or inter facial polarization only which explain the small values of
𝜺𝟏 at high frequencies. In our present study, the ionic polarization hasn't a great

role in the total polarization where the covalent nature is expected for the

studied compositions [42]. It is noticed that 𝜀1 increases by adding Zn and Cd to

SeTe (see Table 5).

3.5- Temperature and frequency dependence of the dielectric loss 𝜺𝟐 :

The change of dielectric loss 𝜺𝟐 for the studied film compositions were

investigated in the operating frequency and temperature ranges. Fig.9(a-c)
shows the dependence of temperature of the dielectric loss 𝜺𝟐 at various

frequencies for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2 (X= Cd and Zn) films as example. It can
be seen that 𝜺𝟐 increases with temperature for the investigated compositions. It

is noticed that the obtained values for 𝜺𝟏 and 𝜺𝟐 is small with respect to that

obtained before by Arun Kumar et al. [32] for (Se80Te20)100−xZnx and is agree
with the results obtained for Se75Te25 by I.S. Yahia et al. [43].
The dielectric loss composed of two components: first from processes of
dielectric polarization and the other from DC conductivity. The dielectric
10

relaxations are used to study the dielectric losses in the material. According to
Stevels [44], the dielectric loss origin is the conduction losses, vibrational losses
and dipole losses. The conduction losses involve the migration of ions through
long distances. This migration is like that occurs under direct current
conduction. The ions jump through the highest potential in the network, when
the ions moves, they give some energy to the lattice in the form of heat and the
heat lost per cycle proportion to (𝝈⁄𝝎). At low values of temperature,

conduction, dipole and vibrational losses have small values, while at high
temperature dipole, conduction and vibrational losses contribute to the dielectric
loss.
Fig.(10) shows the dependence of 𝜺𝟐 on frequency at various temperatures

in the range (298-323K) for films of the samples of nearly the same thickness. It
is seen that 𝜺𝟐 decreases with increasing frequency, 𝜺𝟐 at low and medium

frequencies has the highest values due to the conduction loss of ion migration,
ion jump and also the ion polarization loss. However, at high frequency the ion
vibrations is responsible for dielectric loss because the charge carriers vibrate
through a dielectric so at higher values of frequency 𝜺𝟐 decreases.

It can be noticed that the addition of Zn and Cd to SeTe increases the values

of 𝜺𝟐 (𝝎) in the investigated samples respectively as in Table (5). The observed

increase with Cd additive is higher than that with Zn. This may be due to the

charged defect centers formation by metal additives and the decrease in bond
energy between Se and the additives Cd and Zn as we explained before.
Mott et al. [45] expressed that electron hops between localized sites when
the sample is placed in an electric field. The charge carriers hop from a donor to
acceptor state, according to this the pair of sites form dipole. So, the dielectric
properties of chalcogenide glasses can be studied by considering a set of dipoles.
The dipole has a relaxation time which depends on its activation energy [46] and
11

attributed to the potential barrier 𝑾𝒎 , at which the carriers hop [6]. 𝑾𝒎 as
suggested by Elliott [8] is due to the columbic interaction between two
neighboring sites forming a dipole.
Guintini et al. [47] study the dielectric loss 𝜺𝟐 of chalcogenide glasses where

𝜺𝟐 follows the power law ( 𝜀2 = 𝐵𝜔𝑚 ), B is constant and m linear with 𝑻 as
given from the equation.

𝑚 = −4 𝑘𝐵 𝑇⁄𝑊𝑚

(10)

𝑾𝒎 is the required energy that moves the electron to infinity.

The results of 𝜺𝟐 for the investigated compositions obeys the power law with

frequency at various temperatures. Fig.11(a–c) confirms this behavior when

𝑙𝑛𝜀2 versus 𝑙𝑛𝜔 plots gives straight lines at different temperatures. The slopes

of these lines give the values of the power 𝒎. The values of 𝒎 for the studied

samples in thin film form of nearly the same thickness are plotted with

temperature as seen in Fig.12(a-c). It is observed from this figure that 𝒎 linearly

decreases with temperature as seen before [47, 48]. Values of 𝑾𝒎 calculated for
the studied samples from Fig.12(a-c) and given in Table (5), the obtained values

of Wm decrease with the addition of Zn and Cd to SeTe respectively. Similar
results were obtained before [49]. The results were in good agreement with the
hopping theory of charge carriers suggested by Elliott [8]. These results are
agree with the results obtained for 𝝈𝒂𝒄 (𝝎), ∆𝑬(𝝎) and 𝜺𝟏 , mentioned above.

The CBH [18, 8] model applied to most chalcogenide semiconductors,

describes the charge carriers across the defect states 𝐷+ and 𝐷− . According to
Giuntini model [47], each pair of 𝐷+ and 𝐷− form a dipole with relaxation

energy. The addition of Cd and Zn in the Se98Te2 glassy alloy lead to the
increase of 𝜺𝟏 and 𝜺𝟐 (see Table (5)). This increase explained in terms of the

bonding nature in the system, it can be explained as the impurity atom addition
in the binary alloy may lead to decreasing the stronger bonds density than other
bonds in the structure i.e, the weaker bond density increases in the studied
12

compositions, which are responsive to electric field more than the stronger
bonds. Thus the values of 𝜺𝟏 and 𝜺𝟐 increase with impurity addition in the

studied system.
Conclusions:

Dc conductivity for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2(X = Zn and Cd) thin films
indicate that there is only one conduction mechanism and the conduction occur
by hopping of charge carriers between localized state at the band edges. The
conductivity increases in the sequence 𝜎𝐶𝑑 > 𝜎𝑍𝑛 > 𝜎𝑆𝑒𝑇𝑒 and 𝝈𝒅𝒄 increases

with temperature for the investigated system. The increase in 𝝈𝒅𝒄 can be
explained in terms of the addition of Zn and Cd to SeTe leads to a decrease in

the bond energy between Se the host element and the additive , where SeTeCd
has weaker bonds than that of SeTeZn which in turn weaker than the bonds in
case of SeTe.
The research work reveals that zn and Cd doping influences the dielectric
properties and a.c. conductivity of Se-Te alloy. 𝝈𝒂𝒄 (𝝎) increases linearly with

frequency for all investigated compositions. The obtained values of the

frequency exponent 𝒔 are close to unity for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2 (X= Cd and

Zn) which decrease slightly with temperature. So, the temperature dependence

of 𝒔 discussed on the basis of CBH model between centers forming 𝐼𝑉𝐴𝑃, 𝑠

centers.

Both of dielectric constant 𝜺𝟏 and loss 𝜺𝟐 increase with temperature and

decrease with increasing frequency. The addition of Cd and Zn in the Se98Te2
glassy alloy lead to the increase of 𝜺𝟏 and 𝜺𝟐 , this increase explained in terms

of the bonding nature in the system. The impurity atom addition in binary alloy
lead to decreasing the stronger bonds density more than other bonds in the
network structure. The observed increase with Cd additive is higher than that
with Zn, this may be due to the charged defect centers formation by metal
13

additives and the decrease in bond energy between Se (the host element) and
metal additives Cd, Zn as we explained before. The low values of dielectric
constant and dielectric loss for the studied system suggests that this system has
vital importance for various non-linear optical properties and their applications.
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Figures

Figure 1
X-ray diffraction patterns for the as-prepared Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2 (X = Zn and Cd) thin lms.

Figure 2
(a-c)Temperature dependent of DC conductivity for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2 (X= Zn and Cd) thin lms of
different thicknesses.

Figure 3
(a-c) frequency dependence of the ac conductivity σ_ac (ω) for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2(X= Cd and Zn)
lms at different temperature.

Figure 4
Temperature dependence of the frequency exponent s for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2 (X= Cd and Zn) lms.

Figure 5
(a-c). Temperature dependence of the ac conductivity σ_ac (ω) for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2X2(X= Cd and
Zn) lms at different frequencies.

Figure 6
Frequency dependence of the conduction activation energy ∆Eac for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2 X2 (X= Cd
and Zn) lms.

Figure 7
(a-c). Temperature dependence of dielectric constant ε1 for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2 X2(X= Cd and Zn)
lms at different Frequencies.

Figure 8
(a-c). Frequency dependence of dielectric constant ε1 for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2 X2(X=Cd and Zn) lms
at different temperature.

Figure 9
(a-c). Temperature dependence of ε2 for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2 X2(X=Cd and Zn) lms of nearly the
same thickness at different frequencies.

Figure 10
(a-c). Frequency dependence of dielectric loss ε for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2 X2(X= Cd and Zn) lms at
different temperatures.

Figure 11
(a-c). Plot of ln ε2 versus lnω at different temperatures for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2 X2 (X= Cd amd Zn) lm
compositions.

Figure 12
(a-c) Temperature dependence of the experimental mean value of m for Se98Te2 and Se96Te2 X2 (X= Cd
and Zn) lms.

